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STEP TO IT
Steps are an essential
element in gardens with
changing levels. But
what about flat gardens?
Sean Butler explains the
value an extra dimension
can add
Steps create a feeling of change, dimension,
scale and pace. They transform the dynamics
of a garden. Flat gardens are fine as one
dimension, but you need a great planting plan
from your designer to add changes in level,
scale, texture and colour.
Can steps in a garden add value? Designing
and building gardens is all about delivering a
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concept that your clients
will embrace because it
looks remarkably different
from their current garden.
If you can do this, the value
a client perceives is greatly
enhanced and they are
more likely to proceed with
the project.
Steps should be constructed from a good
quality paving like sandstone, limestone or
granite. The tread can be bullnosed on site if
you have the right tools and skillset within your
team, or you could ask one of the many stone
suppliers that offer this service such as CED or
London Stone.
Wooden treads are a hazard so avoid using
reclaimed railway sleepers or tanalised soft
wood timber. Whilst they’re alright when dry,
they’re extremely slippery when wet.
When considering steps to change the
dynamics of a garden, you should also consider
future users of the space; if possible, include
gentle slopes for less able people to enjoy
the garden.
Steps can be softened with planting or
lighting. Clipped Buxus planted to the left
and right of stairs softens the edges and
doubles up as a retaining wall. Buxus can
also be placed in between the treads for a
real design statement.
The size of the steps will dictate pace.
Changing the widths can either slow down or
speed up the way you want people to use the
garden. Wide steps create a slow pace, allowing
the user to fully embrace their surroundings and
making them feel relaxed. Narrow steps mean a
faster pace. The enclosing of a space makes
people feel uncomfortable, claustrophobic and,

STEPS CREATE A FEELING
OF CHANGE, DIMENSION,
SCALE AND PACE
unconsciously, people rush through it. Just
think about steps you use daily: the London
underground, escalators in shops, your stairs
at home. How do they make you feel? Do you
rush up and down them or amble along
restfully? I bet most of the time you use them
at a quick pace.
Have you ever been somewhere grand
that has very wide steps leading to or from a
garden or building? An example of this is the
National Gallery in Trafalgar Square – the
sense of real space around you puts you at
ease and allows you to enjoy your journey, a
key element of any design.
Whether essential or aspirational, steps may
just be the de rigueur for gardens in 2017.
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